aQrate
At last, something that benefits
all departments!
Protect your sensitive data. Organise your entire document output. Reduce your printing costs.
Increase efficiency in all areas!
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aQrate

Many company departments have their work cut out for them when it comes to print
jobs and individual processing. We have developed aQrate to satisfy all departments.
Use aQrate software with any operating system to intelligently manage print jobs,
simply organise document output, record and thereby reduce printing costs and
effectively protect sensitive data. aQrate increases efficiency in all departments, making
it a win-win solution for everyone. But don’t just take our word for it.
Sebastian S.
Managing director
of a medium-sized company

“We’ve had problems in the past with trying to
visualise the costs of our printing and multifunctional systems. Thanks to aQrate, we now
have a tool that helps us attribute costs individually and also allows us to manage costs,
meaning we can clearly assign them to the
relevant jobs, down to the very last cent. What’s
more, we can also optimally exploit the different systems in our company, by adapting print
jobs, for example. At the same time, aQrate has
also increased the security of our documents
and, as a result, efficiency within the company,
as jobs and ideas can no longer end up in the
wrong hands. As the responsible manager, I am
completely satisfied with aQrate. It’s a valuable
asset to our entire company! Oh and one last
thing. Our environmental manager is really
impressed, as we now have even more opportunities to protect the planet! It doesn’t get any
better than that!”

Björn J.
Head of IT

“We wanted a piece of software to simplify the
process of setting up and managing the range
of print and multifunctional systems in our
company. And preferably from a provider
familiar with trends like mobile printing and
BYOD. So we decided to get in touch with
the innovative team at TA Triumph-Adler. They
provided us with detailed advice and demonstrated how we could best use and customise
aQrate at our company.
For example, the driver installation now also
runs automatically for new systems in the
network. And the intuitive web interface
means that we can easily set up the individual
systems and user interfaces in such a way that
the employees using the systems get the hang
of things in no time. As a result, the volume of
support requests has significantly decreased.
Now we have more time to concentrate on real
problems, and it’s all thanks to aQrate!

Popular technology such as
mobile printing and BYOD
(Bring Your Own Device), for
example, are already important components of aQrate.
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Martina K.
Assistant

“Since our company introduced
aQrate, I no longer have to deal
with operating the individual
printing and multifunctional
systems. Everything is managed
via one single piece of software,
which has been adapted to my individual requirements and tasks.
It doesn’t matter if I’m working
on a PC, tablet or smartphone, as
it’s so easy to operate the system.
I can only see the functions that I
need for my tasks. This way, I can
fully concentrate on my work, because I know absolutely nothing
about technology. It’s perfect!”

These are just a selection of statements that show how valuable
aQrate can be for every company. Our specialists will be happy
to provide you with further details and comprehensive advice.
We look forward to speaking with you!
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Here are some more reasons why aQrate can
greatly benefit your company:
Advantages for users:

Advantages for IT security managers:

	
User interfaces adapted to individual requirements

	
Data encryption from the client to the output

	
One button operation for the most important functions

	
Sending of personalised e-mails

	
Simple scanning processes thanks to custom

	
Secure system login

scan processes

	
Print outs no longer end up in the wrong hands

	
Print jobs can be retrieved from every system
	
High level of document security thanks to user login

with a pin, code card or user name and password
	
Manage and print using a PC, tablet, smartphone or the

printing device itself
	
Multiple languages are supported

Advantages for the administrator:
	
Consultation and mutual integration by aQrate experts
	
Simple administration
	
User-friendly web interface
	
Simple integration using an LDAP browser

Advantages for controllers:

	
Integration across all operating systems

	
Simple and clear analysis options

	
Automatic installation of printer drivers

	
Costs can be clearly allocated

	
Fewer support requests, as the MFP control panel has

	
Better use of resources
	
Increased cost transparency and management (quotas or

credit)

been simplified
	
Options for virtualisation and high availability
	
Fax server support (via e-mail)
	
Creation of individual scan workflows

System requirements:
Server hardware: min 1 CPU (2 GHz), 4 GB RAM
Windows Server 2003/2008/2008R2/2012/2012R2
32-bit and 64-bit OS
User operating system: Windows/Linux/MAC OS/SAP and other
ERP systems with LPR support
Each to his own.
The control panel is structured in a manner that is easy to understand
and it can be individually configured for each user.

TA Triumph-Adler
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TA Triumph-Adler is the document business expert. We offer our clients individual analysis, consultancy and efficient
document workflows - not only on paper, but also electronically and with long-term service. For whenever professional
users manage, print, photocopy, fax, present or archive documents, or need to optimize processes, TA Triumph-Adler
concepts and solutions are the first choice. Our customers benefit greatly from the user-optimized technologies offered
by our innovative systems. TA Triumph-Adler and the TA Triumph-Adler logo are registered trademarks of TA Triumph-Adler
GmbH. All other brand names are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.
www.triumph-adler.com
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